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As a PET biomarker for inflammation, translocator protein
(18 kDa) (TSPO) can be measured with an 18F-labeled aryloxya-
nilide, 18F-N-fluoroacetyl-N-(2,5-dimethoxybenzyl)-2-phenox-
yaniline (18F-PBR06), in the human brain. The objective of this
study was to estimate the radiation absorbed doses of
18F-PBR06 based on biodistribution data in humans. Methods:
After the injection of 18F-PBR06, images were acquired from
head to thigh in 7 healthy humans. Urine was collected at various
time points. Radiation absorbed doses were estimated by the
MIRD scheme. Results: Moderate to high levels of radioactivity
were observed in organs with high densities of TSPO and in
organs of metabolism and excretion. Bone had low levels of ra-
dioactivity. The effective dose was 18.5 mSv/MBq. Conclusion:
The effective dose of 18F-PBR06, compared with other 18F
radioligands, was moderate. This radioligand had negligible
defluorination, as indirectly assessed by bone radioactivity.
Doses to the gallbladder wall and spleen may limit the amount
of permissible injected radioactivity.
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Translocator protein (18 kDa) (TSPO) is upregulated on
activated microglia and macrophages and is, thus, a bio-
marker for inflammation (1). In the last several years,
several improved PET ligands from new structural classes
have been developed (2–6). We developed 2 aryloxyani-
lide-based ligands, 11C-PBR28 (7) and 18F-N-fluoroacetyl-
N-(2,5-dimethoxybenzyl)-2-phenoxyaniline (18F-PBR06)
(8), both of which showed that approximately 90% of total
activity was specific binding in the monkey brain (9,10).
TSPO was well quantified in the human brain with both
11C-PBR28 (11) and 18F-PBR06 (12).

18F-labeled ligands provide better counting statistics than
do 11C-labeled ligands at late time points and allow
distribution of the radioligand to distant institutions. How-
ever, potential concerns of 18F-labeled ligands are an
increase of radiation absorbed doses, which is due to the
long half-life of 18F, and accumulation of 18F-fluoride ion,
which is due to defluorination of the ligands and causes
high bone activity spilling into adjacent organs in PET
images.

The purposes of this study were to calculate the radiation
absorbed doses of 18F-PBR06; determine whether this
radioligand is defluorinated, as indirectly assessed by bone
uptake of radioactivity; and determine whether radiation
doses to organs with high densities of TSPO will limit the
amount of permissible injected activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiopharmaceutical Preparation
18F-PBR06 was synthesized by treating its bromomethyl analog

with 18F-fluoride ion and was purified with reversed-phase high-
performance liquid chromatography, as described previously (8).
The radioligand was prepared according to our Investigational
New Drug application 23195 (13). Radiochemical purity was
greater than 99% in all syntheses. Specific activity at the time of
injection was 204 6 50 GBq/mmol.

Human Subjects
Seven healthy volunteers (5 men and 2 women; mean age 6

SD, 33 6 11 y) participated in this study. On the basis of history,
physical examination, electrocardiogram, urinalysis including
drug screening, and blood tests (complete blood count, sodium,
potassium, chloride, HCO3, urea nitrogen, creatinine, glucose,
calcium, phosphorus, alanine aminotransferase, aspartate amino-
transferase, lactate dehydrogenase, alkaline phosphatase, creatine
kinase, bilirubin, total protein, albumin, thyroid-stimulating hor-
mone, and antibody screening for syphilis, HIV, and hepatitis B),
all subjects were free of current medical and psychiatric illness.
Our use of 18F-PBR06 in human subjects was approved by the
Radiation Safety Committee of the National Institutes of Health
and the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of
Mental Health.
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PET Scans
Subjects underwent 68Ge transmission and dynamic emission

scans using an Advance tomograph (GE Healthcare). After the
injection of 185 6 5 MBq of 18F-PBR06, 2-dimensional dynamic
PET scans were acquired for 300 min in 7 contiguous 15-cm bed
positions from head to upper thigh in 16 frames. Each scan was of
increasing duration in the following manner: first set of scans
(a total of ;2 h, 1–116 min after injection: 4 frames of 15 s, 3
frames of 30 s, 3 frames of 1 min, 3 frames of 2 min, and 1 frame
of 4 min); rest outside of camera; second set of scans (180–208
min after injection: 1 frame of 4 min); rest; and third set of scans
(270–298 min after injection: 1 frame of 4 min). Blood pressure,
pulse, respiration rate, and electrocardiogram were obtained
before and at 15, 30, 90, 120, and 180 min after the injection.

Regions of interest were drawn on each coronal slice that
visualized the source organs: brain, heart wall, lungs, spleen, liver,
kidneys, gallbladder, and urinary bladder (Fig. 1). For each organ,
we chose the most visible frame to draw the region and applied it
to the remaining frames, with manual correction for motion. To
estimate the residence time of bone and red marrow, regions were
placed on the lumbar vertebrae, which contains both bone and red
marrow, and on the ulna and radius, which contain only bone in
adults (14). For the lumbar vertebrae, regions were drawn on
summed sagittal slices to increase the contrast with surrounding
tissue. For the bones in the forearm, which had low uptake of
radioactivity, a single region was drawn over the ulna and radius
on the transmission scan and then applied to the corresponding
PET image. Image analysis was performed using PMOD, version
2.8 (PMOD Technologies).

Urine was collected from all subjects at about 120, 210, and
300 min after injection of the radioligand.

To study the pharmacologic effects of 18F-PBR06, the blood
and urine tests (except drug screening, syphilis, HIV, and hepatitis
B) were repeated at approximately 24 h and approximately 1 mo
after 18F-PBR06 administration.

Residence Time Calculations
We used the organ activity that was corrected for the recovery

of activity and the time points of the bed position in which the
organ was primarily included. The area under the curve of each

organ was calculated to the end of imaging by the trapezoidal
method. The area after the last image to infinity was calculated by
assuming only physical decay, without biologic clearance. The
area under the curve of the fraction of measured injected activity
from time zero to infinity is equivalent to the residence time.

Residence time of bone was estimated on the basis of that in the
ulna and radius, which contain 4.3% of all bone mass in the body
(14). The residence time of red marrow was estimated from the
lumbar vertebrae. The bone and red marrow components of the
lumbar vertebrae were 3.4% and 10.9%, respectively, of the total
mass of each component in the body (14). Thus, the residence
time of red marrow in the lumbar vertebrae was calculated as
residence time of all lumbar vertebrae minus that in the bone
component, which itself was calculated from the ulna and radius.

The residence time of the urinary bladder wall was calculated
by applying the dynamic bladder model (15) to the combined data
from images and urine samples. The decay-corrected cumulative
activity in urine from all subjects was fit to a biexponential curve.
The residence time was calculated on the basis of 2.4-h voiding
intervals.

The residence times for all of the source organs were summed
and subtracted from the fixed theoretic value of half-life/ln 2 5 2.64 h
for 18F to calculate the residence time of the remainder of the body
for each subject.

Organ-Absorbed Dose
Radiation absorbed doses were calculated on the basis of the

MIRD scheme by entering the average residence time of each
source organ for 7 subjects into OLINDA 1.0/EXM software (16)
for a 70-kg adult male.

Data are expressed as mean 6 SD.

RESULTS

Pharmacologic Effects

The injected chemical dose of 18F-PBR06 was 0.9 6 0.2
pmol. On the basis of patient reports, electrocardiogram,
blood pressure, pulse, and respiration rate, the dose caused
no pharmacologic effects during the 5-h scan. Mean change
of each of these parameters was less than 10%. In addition,

FIGURE 1. Biodistribution of radioac-
tivity in healthy volunteer at about 2,
100, and 280 min after injection of 18F-
PBR06 (193 MBq). Images are decay-
corrected and displayed using same
gray scale. Although these maximum-
intensity-projection images provide
good visualization of organs, they are
not quantitative and were not used to
calculate radiation doses. First image
was taken from 1 to 3 min with 15-s
frames for each bed position. Second
and third images were from 88 to 116
min and from 270 to 298 min, respec-
tively, with 5-min frame for each bed
position.
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no significant effects were noted in any of the blood and
urine tests acquired about 24 h and 1 mo after radioligand
injection.

Biodistribution

The distribution of radioactivity over time reflected
blood volume, the relative densities of TSPO, and metab-
olism of the radioligand. For example, the lungs had the
highest uptake (25% of injected activity) at early times (0–2
min), which largely reflected their high blood volume (Fig.
2A). The continued retention of moderate amounts of
activity in the lungs reflected the high density of TSPO
in these organs. Other organs with high densities of
TSPO—including the kidneys, spleen, and heart wall—and
the brain with low TSPO density were clearly visible and
had high uptake and retention of radioactivity (Figs. 2B
and 2C).

The metabolism of 18F-PBR06 and excretion of radio-
activity were predominantly via the hepatobiliary system
and gastrointestinal tract. The high peak uptake in liver
(19%) and gallbladder (13%) presumably reflected metab-
olism and excretion, respectively, via the gastrointestinal
tract (Fig. 2A). The biexponential fitting of cumulative
activity in urine indicated that 9.0% of injected activity was
excreted via this route at infinite time, with biologic half-
lives of 0.6 and 156 min (Fig. 3).

The estimated activity in all bones slowly accumulated
and reached an asymptote of approximately 3.5% of
injected activity within approximately 100 min (Fig. 2D).
Compared with the activity in bone, that in all red marrow
of the body was fairly constant during the scan and slightly
higher (;3.9% of injected activity; Fig. 2D).

All subjects had a distribution of radioactivity that was
expected from the known densities of TSPOs in the body.
Thus, none of these subjects was a nonbinder, such as those
we previously found with 11C-PBR28 (7).

Organs of metabolism and excretion and those with high
densities of TSPOs had the longest residence times (Table
1). Radiation absorbed doses (mSv/MBq) were highest in
the gallbladder wall, spleen, and liver. The effective dose
was 18.5 mSv/MBq (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The effective dose of 18F-PBR06 was 18.5 mSv/MBq,
which was similar to that of many other 18F-labeled
radioligands. The doses to organs of metabolism (liver)
and excretion (gallbladder) were relatively high and re-
flected the fact that the major excretory route of the
radioactivity for this ligand is gastrointestinal. 18F-PBR06

FIGURE 2. Time–activity curves of 7
source organs after injection of 18F-
PBR06. Decay-corrected data are aver-
age from 7 healthy subjects. Symbols
represent mean, and error bars reflect
SD. (A) Liver (d), lungs (s), and gall-
bladder (P). (B) Spleen (r) and kidneys
(e). (C) Brain (:) and heart (4). (D) Red
marrow (n) and bone (h). Activities in
red marrow and bone were estimated
from those in ulna and radius and in
lumbar vertebrae. We deleted initial time
point for lungs (24.6% 6 5.7% injected
activity at 1.6 min) and error bar of initial
time point for brain (1.4% injected
activity at 1.0 min), because their high
values unnecessarily extended y-axis.

FIGURE 3. Cumulative urine activity measured from PET
images and urine collection. Data derive from all subjects
and are corrected for radioactive decay. Symbols represent
mean, and error bars reflect SD. Solid line is biexponential
curve and has asymptote of 9.0% of injected activity at
infinite time and half-lives of 0.6 and 156 min.
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was injected without any pharmacologic and toxic effect, as
we expected, based on previous animal and human studies
(12,13). Finally, bone had relatively little uptake, suggest-
ing that 18F-PBR06 undergoes little defluorination in vivo.

Effect of Organ Doses on Maximal Injected Activity

Limits of radiation exposure to research subjects vary
within the United States and between countries, and there
are 3 commonly used guidelines. First, radioactive drug
research committees (RDRCs) operating in the United
States under the auspices of the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration have limits for both effective dose and individual
organs, whichever occurs first (17). For 18F-PBR06, the
RDRC maximal activity would be 408 MBq based on the
dose to the gallbladder wall, which has a maximal dose of
150 mSv. The guidelines at the National Institutes of Health
for effective dose (http://drs.ors.od.nih.gov/services/rsc/for-
ms_index.htm) give the maximal activity of 2.846 GBq
based on the effective dose limit of 50 mSv per annum.
Most countries in Europe allow a maximum dose that
causes a minor-to-intermediate increase of risk and has
a limit of 10 mSv (18). Thus, research subjects in Europe
could receive no more 569 MBq of 18F-PBR06 per annum.
Because we have reported that injection activity of approx-
imately 170 MBq allows accurate measurement of
18F-PBR06 binding to TSPO in the brain (12), the radiation
absorbed doses reported in the current study allow multiple
scans under these guidelines.

Defluorination

We estimated the activity of all bones in the entire body
based on the activity in the ulna and radius, which do not
contain red marrow, and estimated the residence time of
bone to be 0.09 h. This is only 8% of the residence time of
bone after injection of 18F-fluoride ion (1.12 h) (19).
Therefore, 18F-PBR06 showed low levels of defluorination,
if any, in the human body. Vertebrae were dimly visible at
late time points (Fig. 1) because, in addition to bone, they
contain red marrow, which also showed a low level of
residence time (0.11 h).

CONCLUSION

The effective dose of 18F-PBR06 is moderate and similar
to that of several other 18F radioligands. 18F-PBR06
undergoes low levels of defluorination in humans. Depend-
ing on local guidelines for radiation exposure to research
subjects, the relatively high dose to the gallbladder may
limit the amount of injected radioactivity.
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